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Star Wars Saga Edition: Combat &amp; Skills Summary v4.2

Actions in Combat Summary

Action

Activate an item

Aid another

Aim

Anticipate enemy strategy

Attack

Attack an object

Attack of opportunity

Balance

Brace

Breath Control

Change attitude

Charge

Climb

Coup de grace

Create a diversion to hide

Cross difficult terrain

Delay

Disarm

Draw or holster weapon

Drop an item

Escape from grapple

Escape net

Extend or fold stock

Fall prone

Feint

Fight defensively

First aid

Full attack

Grab

Grapple

Group feint

Jury-rig

Manipulate an item

Move light object

Move your speed

Nimble charge

Notice targets

Ready an action

Recharge shields

Recover

Regulate power

Reload

Revivify

Run

Second wind

Sense surroundings

Snipe

Stand up from prone

Switch weapon mode

Tumble

Withdraw



Action Cost

swift

standard

2 swift

move

standard

standard

free

half speed

2 swift

full-round

standard

move

full-round

standard

1sq = 2sq

none

standard

move

swift

standard

full-round

move

swift

standard

standard

full-round

full-round

standard

standard

full-round

full-round

move

move/standard

move

reaction/standard

standard

3 swift

3 swift

3 swift

move

full-round

full-round

swift

swift

standard + move

move

swift

part of move

move



Notes (*means trained only!)

light a lantern, ignite lightsaber

attack vs Ref 10 to add +2 to ally’s next attack vs that target

ignore target’s cover bonus to Ref on next attack; cannot use with area attack

Knowledge (Tactics)* vs Will anticipate target’s next move

see Area Attack rules for area attacks

held/carried/worn=Ref 10 + size mod + Ref of holder (not counting armor bonus)

use with melee weapons or weapons with folded stock; cannot use if flat-footed

move at half speed over narrow surface, Acrobatics DC 10-25

brace autofire-only weapon to take –2 attack penalty instead of –5

UtF* DC15 hold your breath for [2xCON score] rounds before Endurance check

Persuasion –10 vs Will to improve hostile target’s attitude

move your speed (minimum 2sq) in straight line and gain +2 attack, –2 Ref

Climb DC0-25 at ¼ speed; climb at ½ speed as full-round; DC+5 to double move

kills adjacent unconscious opponent

Deception vs Will to attempt Stealth check;must reach hiding place in a move action

Acrobatics* DC15 to move at normal speed

act on a later Initiative count; this reduced initiative is your new count

–10 melee attack (–15 if 2-h); failure provokes attack; Acrobatics* DC20 to catch wpn

draw &amp; activate weapon if proficent; draw concealed weapon as standard action

drop an item into your fighting space or adjacent square

Acrobatics vs Grp; Acrobatics* vs Grp+10 to escape as move action

Acrobatics DC15; Acrobatics* DC25 to escape as standard action

stock folded = treat as pistol for proficiency &amp; range; stock extended = treat as rifle

Acrobatics* DC15 to fall prone as free action; attacks vs prone: melee +5, ranged –5

Deception vs Initiative to make target flat-footed vs next attack

–5 attacks for +2 or +5 dodge to Ref; no attacks for +5 or +10 dodge to Ref

Treat Injury DC15 (requires medpac) to heal hp=target level +1 over DC

make more than 1 attack; penalties stack and last until beginning of your next turn

–5 unarmed attack to grab max one size larger than self; break grab is standard

unarmed attack (no damage) to grab; then make opposed grapple checks

Deception vs Will, opponents within 6sq; –5 penalty for each target after the first

Mechanics* DC25; move disabled mechanical/electronic device +2 CT &amp; 1d8 hp

pick up an item; to retrieve a stored item from a closed container is 2 move actions

UtF* DC10 to move 5kg object 6sq; DC15 standard to make ranged attack, 1d6 dmg

you can move through allies, enemies unconscious or 3x your size difference

Acrobatics* DC25 to charge thru low objects half speed; DC35 difficult terr nrml spd

Perception vs Stealth to look for hidden enemies; swift action to retry failed check

take readied action (move/stndrd/swift) as a reaction to circumstances you specified

Mechanics* DC20 to restore 5 SR; 3 swifts can be spent across consecutive rounds

move +1 CT (3 swift actions can be spread across consecutive rounds)

Mechanics* DC20 to move vehicle +1 CT

provokes an AoO

Treat Injury* DC25 (requires medkit) to revive within 1 round of its death

move 4x speed in straight line (3x if wearing heavy armor or carrying heavy load)

if reduced to ½ your max hp or less, heal ¼ your max hp or CON score once per day

UtF DC15 ignore cover &amp; concealment to make Perception checks; DC20 total cover

make ranged attack, then hide again (with –10 Stealth check penalty) to stay hidden

Acrobatics* DC15 to stand up from prone as swift action

switch to stun or autofire

Acrobatics* DC15 without provoking AoO; 1sq tumble = 2sq of movement

withdraw at half your speed, treating first square as a non-threatened
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Introduction

Welcome to the Star Wars Saga Edition Combat and Skills

Summary, by richterbelmont10. This guide will help you with

combat actions and skill modifiers and DC.

If you are new to the d20 system, or new to Saga Edition, the

amount of combat options can be overwhelming at first.

Therefore, as a beginner, simply use the Move and Attack

options during combat. Then, as you and your players become

more experienced, you can add more attack options, such as

Charge, Aim, Tumble, etc.

Use the “Actions in Combat Summary” as a quick-reference

guide to actions in combat. Use the Skills section to determine

what you can do with that skill, as well as what the DC is for

those particular skill applications. All the skill applications

from all 14 Saga Edition books have been included.

See the Appendix at the end of this document for abbreviations

and text color codes that are used in this document.



Attack / Defense Modifiers

Overview:

Attacker (you are… / you are

using…)

Aided by another character

Aim

Attacking a climbing opponent

Attacking a helpless opponent



Your attack roll mod:

+2

Ignore target’s cover

bonus to Reflex

+2

+5 bonus for melee

attacks only



Attacking a prone opponent with

a melee weapon

Attacking a prone opponent with

a ranged weapon

Attacking an opponent that has

concealment

Attacking an opponent that has

total concealment

Autofire

Being suppressed by an opponent

Braced autofire or Burst Fire

Burst Fire feat

Charge (–2 Ref)

Disarm



Double Attack feat or Triple

Attack feat

Dual Wielding (attacking with 2

weapons or both ends of a double

weapon)



Fight Defensively (uses up a

standard action, so you cannot

attack this round)

Flanking (melee only)

Grab

Grapple

In a high- or low-gravity

environment

In a zero-gravity environment

Ranged attack beyond pointblank: short / medium / long

Ranged attack into a melee

Throwing an improvised thrown

weapon

Wielding a rifle with one hand

Wielding improvised weapon or

weapon without proficiency

You are grabbed

You are prone



Defender (you are…/ you have…)

Blinded

Charged during your turn

Climbing



Cover



+5

–5

–2

–5 to attack a square you

think he occupies

–5

–2

–2

–5; –10 if you don’t have

STR 13 or higher

+2 competence bonus

–10 (–15 to disarm a

weapon held in more

than 1 hand)

–5 or –10 to all attacks

until beginning of your

next turn

–10 to all attacks until

beginning of your next

turn (certain feats &amp;

talents reduce this

penalty)

–5 to all attacks until

beginning of your next

turn

+2 flanking bonus

–5 unarmed attack

Same as unarmed attack

–2 (unless you are native

to such environment)

–5 (unless you are native

to such environment)

–2 / –5 / –10

–5

–5

–5

–5

–2 (unless using natural

or light weapon)

–5 for melee attacks only



Your Reflex mod:

–2 and lose DEX bonus

–2 until start of your next

turn

Lose DEX bonus

(attacker also gets +2

attack bonus)

+5 cover bonus
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Defender (you are…/ you have…)

Denied DEX bonus to Ref

Fighting defensively without

making any attacks until the start

of your next turn

Fighting defensively, retaining the

ability to make attacks as reactions

at –5 penalty

Flat-footed / surprised

Helpless

Improved cover

Immobilized (KOTOR 69)



Prone



Running



Your Reflex mod:

Lose Dodge bonuses to

Ref also

+5 dodge bonus (+10 if

trained in Acrobatics)

until start of your next

turn

+2 dodge bonus (+5 if

trained in Acrobatics)

until start of your next

turn

Lose DEX bonus until

your first turn

DEX of 0 (–5)

+10 cover bonus

Lose DEX bonus and

cannot move (but can

still use move actions

that don’t require

movement)

melee attacks get +5

bonus against you;

ranged attacks take -5

penalty against you

Lose DEX bonus while

running



Surprise Round (143, 149)

· Occurs only if some are unaware of opponents (Perception

check may be required)



Aid another (standard) (151)

· Aiding a Skill Check or Ability Check: Make DC10 same

skill/ability check to grant +2 bonus to ally. Can’t take 10.

· Aiding an Attack Roll: Select an opponent; make attack

against Ref 10 to grant one ally a +2 on next attack vs. that

target. Ranged penalties apply. It seems that you do not take

penalties for shooting into a melee when aiding another.

Likewise, if enemy is behind cover, the Ref to hit to aid

another is still 10, and does not increase to 15.

· House rule: aid another does not work when an ally makes

an area attack

· Suppressing an Enemy: Select an opponent; make attack

against Ref 10 to give opponent –2 penalty on his next attack



Aim (2 consecutive swift actions) (154)

· 1 target within LOS: Ignore your target’s cover bonus to Ref

on your next attack

· You lose your aiming benefit if you lose LOS to your target

or if you take any other action before making your attack

· Aiming provides no benefit when making an area attack

(unless you are attacking with a vehicle’s missile or torpedo)

· Provokes an AoO



Attack (standard) (150)

· Attack w/ 2-h melee, add 2x STR (cannot use with weapons

smaller than your size)

· Improvised weapons (chairs, bottles) –5 attack



· All combatants are flat-footed (lose Dexterity and Dodge

bonuses to Ref) until they act on their first turn



Area Attacks (155)



· Combatants aware of their opponents roll initiative and take

1 single action (move/standard/swift; no full-round)



· If your modified attack roll is equal to 10 or higher, compare

the result to the Ref of every target in the area.



· Combatants who have not yet acted roll initiative and join

combat



· Creatures you hit take full damage. Creatures you miss take

half damage.



Actions In Combat (150)



· A natural 20 on an area attack roll automatically hits all

targets within the affected area, but area attacks do not deal

double damage on a critical hit.



· Move Actions (153)

· Standard Actions (150)

· Swift Actions (153)



· If your attack roll is less than 10, you automatically miss



· If target has cover relative to you or from center of the

weapon’s area of effect, he takes no damage your attack is

less than his Ref



· Full-round Actions (154) (Replaces all actions, cannot span

multiple rounds)



· You generally cannot use autofire and stun.



· Free actions (144) (You may take one or more free actions

even if it’s not your turn; cannot be used if flat-footed)



· Autofire-only weapon, you can brace your weapon with 2

swift actions to take –2 penalty when using autofire or burst

fire (only heavy weapons, rifles, &amp; pistols w/ extended stock)



· Reactions (144) (Can be used even if it’s not your turn. You

may only take a single reaction to any one action or effect. A

reaction is always resolved after the action that triggered it.)



Activate an item (swift) (153)

· Start vehicle, turn on computer, light a lantern, ignite

lightsaber



· Autofire (156) targets 2x2sq, –5 attack; consumes 10 shots



· Burst radius (Grenades &amp; explosives): Determine the center

of the “burst radius,” ie, the corner (crosshairs) of a square

before you make the attack roll

· Splash weapons: Primary target takes full damage on a hit

and half damage on a miss. Compare your attack roll to all

targets adjacent to primary target; adjacent targets take half

damage if hit, no damage if miss
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Burst:



· –5 attack, +2 dice damage; uses 5 shots

· Not considered an area attack



Throw a weapon (145,150)

· Attack = BAB + DEX mod

· Damage = weapon + ½ heroic level + STR mod

· If the weapon is not crafted to be thrown, you take a -5

penalty for an improvised thrown weapon (ex: rocks, vases,

lightsabers). The GM determines the size and damage of an

improvised thrown weapon



Shooting or Throwing Into a Melee (161)

The Red Squares are a 1 square burst. The Blue Squares are a 2

square burst. The Green Squares are a 3 square burst. The

Yellow Squares are a 4 square burst.

Splash:



· You take –5 attack penalty if your opponent is adjacent to an

ally (unless you have Precise Shot feat)



Unarmed Attacks (163)

· Med character deals 1d4 + STR damage

· Small character deals 1d3 + STR damage

· Provokes an AoO (unless you have Martial Arts feat)



Weapon Ranges (129)



The red square is no splash. Blue squares are 1 square splash. X

Splash means you have a circle with radius X. That means the

green squares are radius 2, the yellow squares are radius 3, and

the purple squares are radius 4.

6-square cone:



Range: Point Short

Med.

Long

WEAPON TYPE

Blank

Range Penalties:

0

–2

–5

–10

Blaster Cannon

120sq 240sq

600sq

1200sq

(vehicle weapon)

Heavy

50sq

100sq

250sq

500sq

Rifle

30sq

60sq

150sq

300sq

Pistol / Simple

20sq

40sq

60sq

80sq

Thrown

6sq

8sq

10sq

12sq

· Accurate weapons take no –2 penalty for firing at short

range.

· Inaccurate weapons cannot fire at long range



Vehicle Weapon Ranges (168)



The cone starts at an intersection on the battle grid (one of the

corners of your space) and then extends outward for 6 squares

in a 90-degree arc. Unlike normal range calculations, however,

count diagonals using the old method -- that is, 1 square for

the first and all odd diagonals, and 2 squares for the second

and all even diagonals.



Burst Fire (156)

· Use a weapon set on autofire against a specific creature

rather than an area



Short



Med.



Long



Penalty



Point

Blank

0



-2



-5



-10



Blaster cannon



0-1



2



3-4



5-8



Ion cannon



0-2



3-4



5-10



11-20



Laser cannnon



0-1



2



3-5



6-10



Missile or torpedo



0-3



4-6



7-15



16-30



Point-defense*



0-1



2



3-5



6-10



Tractor beam*



0-1



2



3-5



6-10



Turbolaser*



0-4



5-8



9-20



21-40



*This weapon can only be mounted on a vehicle of Colossal (frigate)

size or larger



Attack an Object (standard) (151)

· Unattended, immobile = Ref 5 + size mod (C-10, G-5, H-2, L1, M+0, S+1, T+2, D+5, F+10)
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· Unattended, moving = Ref 10 + size mod



Blast door (50 cm thick)



· Held / carried / worn = Ref 10 + size mod + Ref of holder (not

counting armor or natural armor bonuses)

· Object reduced to 0 HP is disabled. If damage that reduced

object to 0 exceeds threshold, object is destroyed.

· Unless otherwise noted, the size of a piece of equipment is

determined by its listed weight. See Table 2-1: Equipment

Size (S&amp;V 38)



OBJECT

Manufactured Objects

Fine (comlink)

Diminutive (datapad)

Tiny (computer)

Small (storage bin)

Med (desk)

Large (bed)

Huge (conference table)

Gargantuan (small bridge)

Colossal (house)

Computer console



OBJECT

Tools and Weapons

Wpn, Tiny (hold-out blaster)

Wpn, Small (blaster pistol)

Wpn, Medium (blaster rifle)

Wpn, Large (heavy blaster

rifle)

Wpn, Huge (E-Web)

Bindings

Mesh tape

Liquid cable

Syntherope

Chain

Binder cuffs

Locks

Cheap

Average

Good

High security

Ultrahigh security

Barriers

Metal bars (2 cm thick)

Permacrete wall (30 cm thick)

Metal wall or hull (15 cm

thick)

Wooden door (15 cm thick)

Metal door or airlock (5 cm

thick)



STR

Ref

(Break

Mod DR HP DT DC)

+10

+5

+2

+1

+0

–1

–2

–5

–10

+1



–

–

–

2

5

5

10

10

10

–



1

1

2

3

5

10

10

20

30

5



5

5

5

6

10

20

35

55

85

10



1 (10)

1 (10)

1 (10)

4 (12)

10 (15)

10 (15)

20 (20)

40 (30)

80 (50)

10 (15)

STR

Ref

(Break

Mod DR HP DT DC)

+2

+1

+0

–1



5

5

5

10



2

5

10

10



10

12

15

17



10 (15)

15 (17)

20 (20)

25 (25)



–2



10



20



30



30 (30)



+5

+5

+5

+5

+5



–

–

–

10

10



1

2

4

5

20



15

19

20

26

25



20 (20)

28 (24)

30 (25)

32 (26)

40 (30)



+10

+10

+10

+10

+10



–

2

5

10

20



1

5

10

120

150



5

10

15

30

35



1 (10)

10 (15)

20 (20)

50 (35)

60 (40)



+5

–5

–5



10

10

10



30

150

150



25

30

35



40 (30)

50 (35)

60 (40)



–2

–2



5

10



25

50



10

30



10 (15)

50 (35)



–2



10



750



40



70 (45)



Attacks of Opportunity (free) (155)

· 1 per round (unless have Combat Reflexes)

· Cannot use if you’re flat-footed, or if target has cover

· Can only make with melee weapons, natural weapons,

pistols, carbines, weapons with folded stock, or Martial Arts

· Can avoid with Withdraw or Tumble

· Provoking actions:

o Making unarmed attack without Martial Arts I feat

o Aiming

o Loading weapon

o Picking up item

o Retrieving stored item

o Moving out of threatened square

o Using skill that distracts you (GM discretion)

· You do not provoke AoO if you make an involuntary move

(ex: Bantha Rush, Move Object)

· If you have multiple AoO’s (with Combat Reflexes for ex),

you can only make 1 AoO per provoking action



Charge (standard) (melee only) (152)

· Move your speed (min 2sq) in straight line and gain +2

competence bonus to attack

· You take a –2 Ref penalty until start of your next turn.

· Can charge through difficult terrain at double movement

cost

· Cannot charge through low objects or enemies (If trained in

Acrobatics, DC 25 to charge through low objects at half

speed, DC 35 to charge thru at normal speed. If fail, cannot

attack at the end of your move)

· You cannot Tumble during your Charge

· After you resolve a charge attack you can take no further

actions this turn.



Coup de grace (full-round) (154)

· Use against helpless opponents; cannot use against vehicles

or objects

· Use melee weapon (or ranged weapon if adjacent) against

helpless foe

· If target is helpless but not unconscious, you auto-critical; if

target is reduced to 0 HP dies / is destroyed

· If target is unconscious or disabled droid it dies instantly.



Cross Difficult Terrain (159)

· Difficult terrain or low objects costs double squares (large

creatures pay double if any part of their space moves thru

difficult terrain)

· If trained in Acrobatics, can make DC 15 to move at normal

speed thru difficult terrain
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Delay (161)

· Take no action to act on a later Initiative count. This reduced

initiative is your new count



· NOTE: When using fight defensively as a standard action,

you cannot make an attack on your turn (unless you

somehow get another standard action)



· If multiple delaying characters want to act on the same

initiative count, then the character with the higher initiative

modifier goes first.



· If you choose to make no attacks (no AoO’s either) until the

beginning of your next turn, then you gain +5 dodge to Ref

(if trained in Acrobatics, then +10 dodge to Ref) until

beginning of next turn



Disarm (standard) (152)



Full attack (full-round) (154)



· Make melee attack at –10

· If opponent is holding weapon in more than 1 hand, attack

at –15

· If successful, weapon drops in opponent’s space (or you can

take weapon if you used an unarmed attack)

· If disarm fails, opponent can make an immediate free attack

against you (unless you have Improved Disarm feat or are

using Ranged Disarm talent)

· If trained in Acrobatics, can make DC 20 check as free action

to catch the item after you have disarmed an opponent

(must have 1 hand free)



Draw or Holster Weapon (move) (153)



· If making more than 1 attack, penalties accrue and last for all

attacks until start of your next turn

· Attack with 2 weapons or both ends of double weapon at –

10



Grab (standard) (152)

· You can grab max one size larger than self, max 1 target

· Make –5 unarmed attack (no damage) to grab target

· A grabbed opponent cannot move and takes –2 attack

penalty unless he uses a natural or light weapon

· Break grab is standard action and automatically clears one

grabber per character level



· Draw/holster weapon (if you are proficient in weapon’s use,

you may draw &amp; activate weapon with 1 move action, ex:

lightsaber)



Grapple (standard) (153)



· Drawing concealed item is a standard action



· You can grapple max one size larger than yourself, max 1

target



Drop an item (swift) (154)

· In your fighting space or adjacent square



Extend or Fold Retractable Stock (move)

(125)



· When the stock is folded, treat weapon as pistol for

proficiency and range; you cannot brace the weapon

· When stock is extended, treat weapon as rifle for proficiency

and range; you take a –5 penalty if you use the weapon in

one hand



Fall prone (swift) (154)

· If trained in Acrobatics, DC15 to fall prone as free action

(instead of swift)



Feint (standard) (66)

· Deception check vs target’s Initiative check to make target

lose DEX bonus to Ref for your first attack made in the next

round



· You can only grapple with Pin or Trip feat



· Make unarmed attack (no damage) to grab target

· If you hit, target is “grabbed.” (A “grabbed” target cannot

move and takes –2 attack unless uses natural or light

weapon. Breaking the grab is standard action and

automatically clears one grabber per character level)

· Make opposed grapple checks (1d20 + BAB + STR or DEX +

size mod C+20, G+15, H+10, L+5, M+0, S-5, T-10, D-15, F-20)

· If you succeed, target is “grappled.” (If you miss, target is

only “grabbed”), and you can do automatic damage with a

light weapon OR use Pin OR Trip

· A “grappled” target cannot move and takes –2 attacks unless

uses natural or light weapon. A “grappled” target can only

escape with an Acrobatics check (DC = your Grapple check)

as a standard action.

· Pin: Target cannot move or take any actions and loses his

DEX bonus to Reflex. Lasts for 1 round only. At the start of

your next turn, target is “grappled” but not “pinned.” You

may make another opposed Grapple check to Pin again.

· Trip: Target falls prone in his square, but is no longer

“grabbed” or “grappled.”



· –5 penalty to non-humanoids or creatures with INT lower

than 3



· If you deal automatic damage with light weapon to a

“grappled” opponent; no attack roll is required. After

resolving damage, target is still “grappled.”



Fight Defensively (standard) (152)



· At the beginning of your next turn, if your target is still

“grabbed,” you can skip the unarmed attack and go straight

to the opposed grapple check



· –5 attack, +2 dodge to Ref until beginning of next turn (if

trained in Acrobatics, then +5 dodge to Ref instead of +2)
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Manipulate an Item (move) (153)



Reload (move action) (153)



· Pick up item (provokes an AoO)



· Move action unless otherwise indicated



· Load weapon (provokes an AoO)



· Provokes an AoO



· Open door

· Move heavy object



Run (full-round) (155)



· Retrieve stored item from closed container (requires 2 move

actions) (provokes an AoO)



· Move 4x speed in straight line (3x if wearing heavy armor or

carrying heavy load)



Move &amp; Movement Types (move) (153)

· Move your speed (diagonal move costs 2 sq). You can move

thru ally’s squares, unconscious enemies, and enemies that

are 3x larger or smaller than you.

· Balance at ½ speed over narrow surface; you lose your DEX

bonus to Ref while balancing unless you are trained in

Acrobatics

· Climb at ¼ speed (or climb at ½ speed with a –5 penalty and

a full-round action); you lose your DEX bonus to Ref while

climbing &amp; opponents gain +2 attack bonus against you

· Ride at mount’s speed

· Squeezing (162). Large or larger creatures can squeeze thru

openings or hallways that are at least half as wide as them,

provided they end their movement in an area they can

normally occupy. Big droids and vehicles can’t squeeze

unless they can compress their frames. Cannot squeeze thru

enemies.

· Swim at ¼ speed as move action or ½ speed as full-round

action



Move Through Occupied/Threatened

Squares (161)



· Lose DEX bonus to Ref while running

· Can run for rounds = CON score

· After that, Endurance DC10, +1 per round spent continuing

to run

· If fail, –1 persistent condition (remove by resting # of rounds

= rounds spent running; can only move speed while resting)



Second Wind (swift) (154)

· If reduced to ½ your max hp or less, catch second wind as

swift action.

· Heals hp equal to ¼ your max hp or your CON score,

whichever is higher

· Can use only once per day and once per encounter; if you

are allowed an extra second wind per day, you are still

limited to one per encounter



Snipe (standard + move) (73)

· Must be at least 2sq away from target

· Must have successfully used Stealth to hide from target

· Make a ranged attack from hiding and then hide again;

make Stealth check at –10 penalty as move action

· If succeed, remain hidden, if fail, location revealed



· As part of your move action, you can attempt to Tumble

thru enemy’s fighting space or threatened space with

Acrobatics DC 15 (trained only) to avoid AoO’s; each

threatened or occupied square counts as 2sq of movement



Stand Up From Prone (move) (153)



Ready an action (standard) (162)



Switch weapon mode (swift) (154)



· Specify the standard, swift, or move action you will take and

the circumstances under which you will take it. Then, any

time before your next turn, you may take the readied action

as a reaction in response to those circumstances (assuming

they occur).



· Autofire and stun are two separate settings and are

generally mutually exclusive (ie, cannot be used at the same

time)



· The count on which you took your readied action becomes

your new initiative count.

· If you come to your next action &amp; you have not performed

your readied action, you don’t get to take the readied action

· If you ready an action that will render an opponent's action

moot, the opponent does not get to declare a different action.

Instead, the action is wasted.



Recover (3 swift actions) (154)

· To move +1 CT (can be spread across consecutive rounds)



· If trained in Acrobatics, DC15 to stand up from prone as

swift action (instead of move)



· Lethal « Stun; Single « Autofire



Withdraw (move) (153)

· Withdraw at half your speed, treating first square as a nonthreatened (you cannot withdraw if you must move more

than 1 square to exit the threatened area)



Special Combat Rules



(155)



Concealment (156)

· –2 attack to attack an opponent with concealment



· Cannot recover if suffering persistent condition
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